
 

 

Tuning into background levels of communication 

 - Communication models at ISB 

 

The core of my considerations is the question of how to understand and create the surface of 

communication so that meanings and energy from background levels, since this is what makes 

communication valuable, are positively included. In addition, people are invited to be aware of these 

background levels as far as possible and to leave room for what is creating itself by intuitively 

connecting and co-creating. This can only partly be controlled by methods, but they do make it more 

or less likely. Conscious methods can structure and focus communication in a way that invites 

useful contributions to co-creative conversations but needs to leave enough space, be sensitive, 

and create new surface forms in order to remain connected with background levels whilst acting as 

a facilitator or supervisor rather than as a controller. This concept is very much connected to the 

concept of intuition (also intuition of the possible). Eric Berne initially worked on intuition based on 

the following premise: Scientific methods, which offer more security, and intuition, which opens up 

more options, are the mutual basis for creative action. Today I would formulate it thus: Analytical 

and methodological processes on the surface in dialogue with intuitive, creative, meaningful 

background forces set the stage for personal and professional self-guidance and at the same time 

for performance and vitality in complex organisations. 

To illustrate this basic idea, I refer to some communication models or metaphoric tools that try to 

tune into the experiences everybody has to some extent anyway.  

1. I start from the technical idea of communication which is good for commanding and 

controlling communications. It is the sender-channel-receiver model. It is to be expected 

that the reality of the sender A when sent through the communication channel appears 

identical to the reality of the receiver B. If not, something has gone wrong and must be 

repaired. Transferred to human communication, it suggests that from the viewpoint of the 

sender people function in a controllable way. If the receiver's reality doesn’t change in the 

expected way, then someone has a problem. Bringing in or tolerating creative aspects from 

background levels that are not part of the intended focus is wrong. People should learn to 

keep these out of communication.  
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2. The systemic model of communication assumes that each communication partner has his 

own reality and uses the encounter to promote his own reality and development. In this 

model it is normal that these realities differ and have to be connected if something like a 

shared reality should ensue. To create shared reality is a necessary effort of communication 

and a specific competence.  This model gives up the idea of control because the realities of 

living organisms are complex and even they themselves do not know how to control them. 

Everybody has to acknowledge that there will be surprises. (By the way: evolution lives from 

“mistakes” in copying and controlled reproduction). Starting from this perspective alters the 

way we deal with unexpected results of communication and how we deal with connecting.  

 

 

Usually the classic systemic model does not include anything like unconscious personal 

creativity and the search for meaning in communication.  
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3. This is done by means of the following communication model that we called the dialogue 

model (dialogue means “through the word”, David Bohm et al. I would add more generally: 

through the surface). This model focuses on dialogue between the person/system and 

between persons/systems. 

 

 

 

 

The conscious methodical surface of communication is what we can control. Meaningful and 

creative cooperation only takes place when this surface is created in accordance with and 

serving the reality behind it. These aspects of reality have to be respected or included and 

also inspired and shaped. The conscious methodical surface mode has the function of 

controlling in the sense that there are directions and limitations for the communication-

process. A didactic procedure should be provided for communication which is sensitive (and 

gives words and form) to what wells up from unconscious intuitive spheres. These spheres 

are focused and qualified through the same kind of dialogue. The two levels inspire and 

control each other. 

This model is based on the assumption that people ‘psyche each other out’ anyway and base 

their decision on how to continue further dealings with the other person on this. Complex 

processes cannot be controlled only from the surface level. The conscious part needs to 

adopt the attitude of an ethnologist. Controlling on the surface level has to ensure that 
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conversation becomes a stage on which the forces of the other levels can co-create reality 

with others (the play). This is why a meta-goal (and quality criterion) of all developmental 

communication should be how it improves dialogue communication culture (coaching 

culture in terms of this model). 

An effective play in organisations depends on including these levels and giving them space to 

evolve and interact. Today complex professional relationships and organisations can only 

succeed and function as self-guided processes if they follow experienced examples of 

communication which serve as a model for this kind of functioning. In the end, the didactics 

of meaningful communication and successful cooperation at work are identical. This has 

consequences for our profession, which is still regarded as a “separate” institution. We 

usually forget that 90% of learning happens outside of educational situations. One day we 

will have developed an identity that allows us to be fully focused on how to serve learning in 

organisations with very few extra events, institutions, methods centred on our professional 

identity rituals. 

 

4. We also work on the assumption that people are always (in the process of) developing the 

story of their life (personal myths) and that they are interested and should be invited to find 

out how they can do this productively in the professional field as well. They do it anyway, but 

often in an uncontrolled manner that does not always match or is even dysfunctional. This is 

an important level in order to understand the match between people and organisations. If 

the match is good, there is creativity, loyalty and a sense of meaningfulness. The following 

equation can be used for establishing competence in organisations: 

 

Competence in organisations = role competence x competence in the professional field x Competence in organisations = role competence x competence in the professional field x Competence in organisations = role competence x competence in the professional field x Competence in organisations = role competence x competence in the professional field x 
matchingmatchingmatchingmatching    

 

If, for example, matching is not achieved or is lost due to changes on the part of the individual or the 

organisation, then competence is low despite the fact that the person knows how to play the 

necessary roles and understands the logic of the organisation and its main processes. 

To invite people into matching dialogues you can work with background images as I have shown in 

Zurich (see attachment) or with dreams as I will show in Cologne. 

An easy way to do this is by using the theatre metaphor embedded in normal work, because people 

easily tune into its language and investigation structure. And because of its metaphorical approach 

it invites analytic and intuitive levels and thus serves the idea of the dialogue model. 
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You can use this idea as a way to explore professional personality and life stories.  (The person is 

conceptualized as a portfolio of the perspectives of this metaphor. I am the stages on which I play or 

which would fit for me, the roles, the type of stories and so on ) Then you use an encounter for inner 

dialogue mirrored and inspired by others: 
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Or you can use it for a dialogue about shared realities (e.g. cooperation or matching between two 

companies) 
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Who or what meets in the dialogue?Who or what meets in the dialogue?Who or what meets in the dialogue?Who or what meets in the dialogue?    

In general, when people/systems meet, the question is what are they meeting? 

1. If it is behaviour, then we need more behavioural training when it doesn’t work. We have 

more conscious methodical methods for this. 

2. If it is attitudes, then we have to work on understanding and shaping the attitudes behind 

the behaviours. If the attitudes are OK, behavioural errors don’t count so much. 

3. If it is personal life stories (myths), then we have to get into dialogue using stories and the 

meaningful perspectives behind them and find stories that make sense, fit our 

developmental interests, match and make the company strong, because this is what 

provides a stage for meaning in life. 

 

When companies argue that they do not have the time or other resources to build up this kind of 

communication culture, I usually draw this graph: 
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This means that if you go directly for goals, contents and results, then after a certain time span you 

will encounter cultural problems which are now more difficult to solve. If you start by building up a 

communication culture able to tune into people's background and create a communication culture 

according to the dialogue model, then the results for the company are better after the same time 

span. In order to focus on the kind of culture and the energies and attention you wish for, we work 

on examples for what is intended, but with the first priority on tuning into people and building up a 

solid culture of creative and reliable communication. And it certainly doesn’t mean that it is totally 

controllable. 

As I have said: Culture can only be built up by working on examples of culture. It is often called role 

modelling. Culture is a personal competence when we talk about a mature personality, but even 

more it is a way to organize work, cooperation and encounters in a way that brings the best of 

everybody to the surface (front) and connects them to each other, the work that has to be done and 

the vitality of the organisation that needs stabilizing or improving. 
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